Auditoire Central D Maisin
Avenue E. Mounier, 51
1200 Bruxelles

By metro
The metro which serves the university site is the line 1 in the direction of Stockel. Get off at the
station Alma. Follow the signs “Auditoires“ and/or Faculté”. It is a 2 min walk from the metro station to
the conference rooms

By car
From all directions, reach the East Ring of Brussels, and leave at exit no. 2 (Kraainem/WezembeekOppem) and follows the signs "UCL- St Luc"

From Brussels downtown, reach the "avenue de Tervueren" to "Woluwe" and follow then the "Boulevard
de la Woluwe"; alternatively, use the E-40 highway (direction LIEGE) and leave at exit no. 20
(Woluwe/Kraainem). Follow the signs "UCL- St Luc"
By train
Arrival by TGV and other international trains coming from Paris/London:
From Brussels-Midi station, take the metro:
-line 2 or 6 towards Simonis (Elisabeth)
-change at the Arts-Loi station and take line 1 towards Stockel
-get off at the Alma station which is right next to the university site
Arrival by other international trains (Amsterdam, ...) and Airport Express train coming from Brussels
National Airport:
-get off at Brussels-Central station take the underground (metro) line 1, towards Stockel
-get off at the Alma station which is right next to the university site
By plane
From Brussels National airport (Zaventem), you can get to the UCL-Brussels site by taxi (approximately
25€, 10 to 30 min.) or by taking the Airport Express train to Brussels-Central Station, from where you
can take the underground line 1 in the direction of Stockel and get off at the station called ALMA.
Follow the signs “Auditoires” and/or “Faculté”. It is a 2 min walk from the metro station to the conference
rooms.
Brussels South Charleroi airport is served by low-cost flight companies. It lies 55 km from the UCLBrussels site. Airport shuttle services link the airport to the centre of Brussels. Tec bus line A carries
passengers from the airport to the Charleroi Sud railway station which has good connections to the
centre of Brussels.

Access to the campus is through the "avenue Mounier" (East Entrance, from the Brussels Ring" or
through the "avenue Hippocrate" (West Entrance, from the "Boulevard de la Woluwe". In either case,
reach for "Parking Mounier" close to the East entrance.

